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Editorials 5 
Scottish Occupation Continues . the name of George Cunningham, had set in place bills that effectively prevented 

electoral democracy in Scottish devolution. The amendment in question stated that 
40% of the electorate had to vote yes, and have a majority, to create an indepen
dant nation. Although the pro separatists had the majority of the votes, only 32.9% 
of the electorate voted in favor. 36.4% of the electorate did not vote. That's an 
assumption by England any vote not cast is a vote for them. That's an insult to the 
very idea of democracy. 

Cy Burchenal 
Assistant Editorials Editor They missed the chance of a lifetime. The 

first real chance Scotland had in 40 years, 
and likely 40 more to come, lost. The vote that took place on September 19th is 
the closest Scotland has come to independence since 1979. Or since Braveheart, 
depends on who you ask. 

Scotland has many legitimate grievances with England. The Scots are pretty raw 
about Parliament because they don't feel represented. The Parliament of the UK 
is comprised of delegates from Wales, Scotland, England, and Northern Ireland. 
Collectively this institution passes laws that affect the entire UK. The English Prime 
Minister, David Cameron, belongs to the Conservative Party. The Conservative 
Party holds the most seats in Parliament. Scotland, on the other hand, is mostly 
represented by members of the Scottish National Party; a liberal group that sup
ports Democratic socialism.· Because of the ideological distance between the two 
groups, many Scots feel they have no common ground with a government that 
passes laws that apply to them. The gap is so large, that following the loss of the 
election, Alex Salmond, the Scottish counterpart to David Cameron, has resigned as 
First Minister of Scotland. 

Here's what you need to know aoout the history of Scottish independence; In 
1979 a vote very much like this one failed to achieve independence. The 1979 
election was significant riot only because it was a first world country fighting for 
self governance, but because the majority of the vote was in favor of devolution. Of 
the Scots that voted on the 1979 devolution bill, 58% wanted to leave the union. 
London, however, and one especially vehement opponent of independence by 

Although Scottish independence is vital to electoral democracy, the English 
bring up many valid points. Mainly, the mammoth economic complexities present
ed. Scotland would lose the Pound, the most valuable currency in the world. After 
that they would likely join the EU, and adopt the Euro. They would be leaving the 
hot tub of small, succ.essful economic unions to go swim in the Berkeley pit-esque 
nightmare that is continental currency. England wants Scotland to keep playing for 
team UK, because much of England's oil comes from Scottish rigs in the North Sea. 
very little of this oil revenue actually stays in Scotland. 

The prior mentioned "chance of a lifetime" was not only for independence, but 
also for major change in power balance. Cameron and the Conservative Party were 
all geared up concede to new demands if the election was cancelled, which they 
did not do as the election was held. They were getting ready to lick some major 
boot. Both parties could have had resolution and economic security. The English 
would have oil and places to store their nuclear weapons, and the Scots would 
have a greater percentage pf oil revenues and more self determination. The island 
of stability in Europe that is the UK could have been United. This is not the case. 
This may never be the case. In the words of Mr. Cameron himself, "There can be no 
disputes. No re-runs." 

Tradition Crucifixion 
Jackson Parker In Texas they wear great big cor

Ed"t · Ch" f sages for homecoming called Mums. 1 or m Ie They look like half a bird of paradise 
plastered on a girl's shoulder. The pret

tier, attention grabbing half. You can see pictures online 
of kids getting photographed with them. Most of the kids 
don't look thrilled being put on display; one girl looks at 
her giant pendant like she wishes it would digest her. But 
irt twenty years, ·or thirty or forty, you can tell those pic
tures are going to mean something to the photographed. 
Literal snapshots of who they were, tangible evidence 
they were part of a ritual, maybe lame at the time, but 
greater than themselves. 

Hellgate doesn't have many traditions, but spirit week 
is one we do have. One that in the past years has seen a 
gradual decline, from the seeming grab a speaker-from
the-street mentality, to a dwindling support of expression 
and pride from students and teachers. Teachers don't 
like the interference on class time. There are scheduling 
conflicts. Showing prid~ is described as a "hassle", not a 
privilege. 

Spirit Week is a large chunk of the iceberg, but there's 
a lot more sinking as well. Not everyone has to engage in 
the customs of the past, but something important is lost 
when it's not encouraged, or even an option. It's part of 
a general trend of education, that encouradges results, 

over engagement. When politicians and administration Maybe there's a kid out there who wears mostly jeans 
talk about learning, they use words like "reform" and and gray shirts with bands on them, and hates color and 
"overhaul". Like it all has to be pulled from the roots, costumes and thinks they're stupid. It's possible. But 
napweed-esq. We. have to compete with China for being some people do love the colors and costUmes. And those 
the country that's best at being a country! Kids are taught people should be able to, and encouraged, to fully engage 
efficiency and content, over quality. Over thinking. We're that part of themselves. For some people, that's the reason 
taught about the horrors of the how come to schooL-And if they're allowed to flex that 
ing will fry our futures, rather than rTH'~~:::::;::=;:::::::=:;:::::::=-~~~ bombastic muscle, maybe they'll get some 
the community and idfection for learning done along the way. 
the present that might enable us to Hellgate deserves to be important. It's 
preserve what we're told is already special, just look at the name. A school named 
certainly lost. Why would we after a canyon where some Native Americans 
want to make our future better, our killed a bunch of other Native Americans, and 
school better, if we're not taught then some white invaders found their remains 
why it's important? and were like "Wow. This deserves the name 

Tradition is a huge part of what of a bad.B Horror film." It's kinda awesome, 
makes kids interested in tlieir in a gory, morally ambiguous way. No other 
school, and their education. But school in the world is called Hellgate. No other 
students are also at fault: those who Cartoon by Molly Gray school does homecoming or art club or jazz 
graduate forget that someone has to fill their band like we do. So let us be Hellgate. Encour-
shoes. It's only four years of shoes, but it's nicer to go age us to be Hellgate. Even tell us to quiet down if we're 
through high school knowing you're leaving somelhing loud, but not to quit chanting. (Everyone already assumes 
with it. That you somehow improved· it and preserved we're a giant cult anyway. That darned moral ambiguous 
things you care about, rather than uprooted, or let die. To name.) Lets embrace this intangible idea ofHellgate, so 
celebrate, rather than "get through". maybe when we walk through the hall it's not just a bunch 

Not everyone has to engage in every school event. of individual fish racing down the current, but a school. 
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